
The General Clauses
Act 11897

(ACT 10 OF 1887)1
[11 May 1897]

An Act to consolidate and extend the General Clauses Acts 1858
and 1887.

This Act has been declared to be in force in the Santhal Parganas (now 
in Bihar) by

the Santhal Parganas Settlement, Reg 3 of 1S72, vide s 3; in Panth Piploda by the

Panth Piploda Laws Reg I of 1929, vide s 2; in the Khondmals District (nos in

Orissa) by the Khondmals Laws Reg 4 of 1936, ride s 3; and in the Angul District,

by the Angul Laws Reg 5 of 1936, vide s 3; Reg 4 of 1936 has now been repealed by
Orissa Act 49 of 1967, side s 2 (wef 15 September 1967); Angul District, is now a

sub-division of the Dhenknnal District of Orissa.

It has been partiaUv extended to Berar b y the Berar Laws 4 of 1931.

The Act has been extended to the new provinces and merged states by the

Merged States (Laws) Act, 59 of 1949, ride s 3 (wef 1 January 1950) and to the

states of Manipur, Tripura, and Vindhya Pradesh by the Union Territories (Laws)

Act, 30 of 1950, % ide s 3 (wef 16 April 1950); Vindhva Pradesh now forms part of

Nladhva Pradesh, vide Act 37 of 1936, s9; Manipur and Tripura were Union Territories
since 1 November 1956 and are now states, vine Act Si of 1971, s 9 (wef 21 January

1972) Extended to Sikkim by So 209(E), vine Gazette of Indja 1975, Pt 11, s 3(u),

(Extraordinary), p 4213 and enforced therein on and from 11 August 1975, side

Gazetk' of India 1973, Pt 11, s '3, p 2113.
The Act applies to the states merged in the State of Bombay, side Bomba y Act 4

of 1956; Madhya Pradesh, ride Madhva Pradesh Act 12 of 1950. Bombay has now

been split up into two states—\laharashtra and Gujarat, side Act 11 of 1960.

The Act has been extended to the Union Territory of:

(i) Goa, Daman and Din b y Reg 12 of 19(,2 (\vef 30 January 1963), Goa Act

IS of 1963;

(ii) Dadra and Nagar I larch by Reg 6 of 1963 çivef 1 July 1965);

Pondichcr b y Reg 7 of 1963 (wet 1 October 1993);

(iv)	 Laccadive, Nlinicoy and Amndivi Islands (now Lakshadweep ls1ds) by

Rcg 8 ut 1965 (vef 31 December 1965).
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WHEREAS it is expedient to consolidate and extend the General
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\K7TOBJECT OFTHE ACT

As stated in the statement of objects and reasons  the Act does not effect
any change in the Iaw.(its object is to indicate the meaning of an expression

2	 For statement of objects and reasons: Gazette of India 1897, Pt V. p 38, for Report of

the Select Committee: ibid. p 77; and for proceedings in Council: ibid
, Pt VI, pp 35.

40, 56 and 76.



BNDRA'S GENERAL CLAUSES ACT

in a generic and not in a rigid or exhaustive sense, 3 andshorten the

language of statutory enactmentsand to provide for uiformiL
expression in cases where there is identity of subject matter. It is a

co.so14ating and amending' and its purpose is to avoJTiperfluity

of language in statutes wherever it is possible to do So,' ,idlace_in one

jle statute the provisions as regards interpretation of words and legal

L)rinci' e q ' ' 11 n henvisc have to be specified seprdiIany

different Ac R regulations. Whatever the General Clauses ct says,
whether as regards the meaning of words or as regards legal principles,
has to be read into every statute to which it applies,' provided the statule
does not contain anything repugnant to them in its subject or context, or

does not produce a different intention. 7 Reference to the statements of objects

and reasons need not be delved into so long as, the enacted provisions of

the Act are clear and unambiguous. 6 The statement of objects and reasons

can be referred to for the limited purpose of ascertaining the conditions
prevailing at the time the Act was passed and the extent and urgency of the

evil which it sought to remedy.9
The Act is also applicable in the interpretation of the Constitution. m As

per the preamble and art 367 of the Constitution of India, and the preamble to
the CPC, in the interpretation of statutes the provisions should be so read as

to harmonise each with the other.
The word 'secretary' in s 6(1) of the Land Acquisition Act is not defined

either in that Act or in the General Clauses Act so as to exclude the additional,

joint, under, and assistant secretaries.
The under-secretary to the state government was competent to sign the

notification under s 6 of the Land Acquisition Act, as a secretary.12
It is a matter of presumption that the provision of an Act is meant to

effectuate a particular object or to meet a prticuIar requirement and not to

negate the very object sought to be achieved. 13 In that context, it must he

C1111I1iai Sah v State of Bihar 1963 OUR 396, 399, ILR 43 Pat 727.

VaIjibhai AiuIjibhal Sonaji v Slate of 130znliay AIR 1963 SC 1890, 1894.

I'.'avariPp.1t? Naynnar v Aladliavi AJJIJJIJ 1949 5CR 667, 669, per Mahajan J; CiiuIJiai

Sali v Stale of Bihar 1963 OUR 306.

11iefIn ,r'ec1(,rc'f,fiz?e ' v KC TJLIj'ar AIR 1961 SC 833, 813.

State' ofJ'iinjit' v I laIi,ir Siin,'h AIR 1955 SC Si; In, Ira .S ,hanl,iI , C'i,l kill/i 1 1 Riaci,, ,

J'rpertv AIR I956 SC 77, 83.
V st.i ,i l'raIa AIR 1973 SC 771.

AliaraIunia ileurii v Dcpi;4Di. eVior(ell. kOIid itJV1i ) AiR 1971 \11 67, 17U All \'. R

706 (1 IC) (Fit).
kiiin,r v G;lct/ll./lcV , 'I CikIlita 1 flU1) C 'urt AIR 1956 SC 265; finn Ai.h':e

V Ujuoji of India AIR 19i,o SC 614, 613.

P 1inJeL' vain/i v LIOctU)!? TnL'iina/ (1967) 1 Andh II 253, (19u7) 2 Andh WR 53.

I.liivarLiI Ci5'dh.iii.ilJ'.lii t St,j' ol GzijS rat (1963) 1 `)CA 569, 9 (uj Uk 634, Ii')
SCR 267, In LR 751, AIR 19i,S SC 670.
,4niar Vat/i l3a/iec.1,ar Dass Firm v leA ( -hand (1972) 1 5CC S93, AIR 1972

SC 1548.

111
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PREAmBLE

remembered that the General Clauses Act is a consolidatmg
Act, and that the

Object of consolidation is to collect the statutory law bearing Upon a particular

subject and bring it down to date.14
In respect of an Act which is both, an amending and codifying statute,

regard must be had only to the clear language contained in that Act.' 5 Where

the language of the law is clear, the court has to interpret tho law as it is and

not as it ought to be.'6
Where a statute is expressly a codifying statute, the court is not at liberty

to go outside the four corners of law on the assumption that prior to the

enaciment in hand another law had prevailed 
.17 However, in a consolidating

statute, if certain provisions have received a judicial interpretation in a number
of cases, then it is taken to be a clear md ication of $uch interpretatio

n having

been accepted by the legislature.15
In interpreting a consolidating statute, italways legitimate to consider the

the construction of 	 section.
former state of w9 if there was any doubt to	

a 

In trying to interpret a statute, the mischief sought to be eradicated must
be understood and it must also be examined as to whether in the provision

that object wader consideration has been carried out.2 ' But, the true meaning

of the provisions of an Act ought not to be ,ngn
ueced by considerations

derived from the previous state of law.
The proper course in interpreting an Act is to examine the language of the

statute and ascertain the natural meaning uninfluenced by the considerations
derived from the previous state of law, and not to start with inquiring how
the law previously stood and then assuming that it was probably intended

to be left unaltered.n
There is a distinction between the object and the purpose. While the

object of legislation is to provide remed y to a malady, the purpose or

legislative intention relates to the ma
ening from the exposition of the

remedy as enacted. For determining the purpose of the object of legislation,
it is permissible to look into the circumstances prevalent at that time when
the law was enacted and which necessitated the passing of that

c na c tnien t.24

14 AdminiStrat0rGeeril of Bengal v Premila AfullJck22 IA 107.

15 Chennappa Counder v Valliamfiw] AIR 1969 Mad 187, 1S9, (1969) 1 Mad U 193.

16 Radht 9' Shyarn Agra wal v Han Cm Trading Co AIR 1992 MV 168, 175.
17 Pathuri Veeranna vPathunl Seethainma AIR 1969 Al' 15, 18, (1967)2 

Andh WR 475,

(1968) I Andh LT 9.
18 Dube, Re goods of BaljnukUfld AIR 1930 All 82, 84, 126 IC 357.

19	
thony'ai vPethiNaicker 57 LW 21; &ucherP'A' vSupcdntend0flt Central

fail MR 1975 SC 164; mni&X Officer, Tuwnn v 
TSavInaLhaNadarAdR 1968 SC 623.

20	
cretary of State v Mask & Co AIR 1940 Pc ios, 109, (1940) 2 Mad LJ 140.

21 OwtabhaiPurU5h0tt1m Fatal v State of Maharashtra AIR 1971 Born 2, 249.

22 Arumugha Udayar v ValliammalAIR 1969 Mad 72, 76.
23 Krdthna Karnini v AhdulJabbarILR 30 Cal 155, 190 (PB).

24 State of Finnachal Pradesh v Kailash C1 1d ridMahajan AIR 1992 SC 1277, 1300
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However, the statement of objects and reasons appended to the Bill has to

he ignored25 as an aid to the construction of a statute, 6 provided the words

in the ic, islation are clear enough. 
27

The sLtcmentof objects and reasons cannot be used except for the limited

purpose oi understanding the background and the antecedent state of affairs

leading to the legisiatioii. 2 The statement of reasons are relevant when the

object or purpose of an Act is either in dispute or not certaifl."
The statement of objects and reasons of a statute can legitimately be

taken into account in ascertaining the intention of the legislature such as
the history of the statute, the reasons which led to its being passed,"' and
the mischief which it was intended to suppress. it can be referred to for
the purpose of ascertaining the circumstances which led to the legislation
in order to find out what was the mischief which the legislation aimed

a t, 31 and the conditions prevailing at the time when the bill vas

introduced.32
However, the validity of a statutory notification cannot be judged only

	

oil 	 basis of the statement of objects and reasons accompan ying the

Bill.33

2. ENGLISH LAW VIDE INTERPRETATION ACT OF 1889

	Ill 	 the Interpretation Act of 18S934 had come into operation on

1 January 1890. Ins 43 thereof, the short htle states that 'tIfls Act maybe cited
as the Interpretation Act 1889'. It is prefaced by no preamble. However, the
long title states it to be 'an Act for consolidating enactment relating to the
construction of Acts of Parliament and for further shortening the language

used in Acts of Parliament.'
The Indian Act which is all 	 to consolidate and extend the General

Clauses Acts of 1868 and 1887 may, likewise, be said to be an enactment
meant to shorten the language used in a Parliamentary legislation and to

avoid repetition of the same words in the course of the same piece of

legislation. i\ Farlianientary legislation is known as a Central Act which is

	

ill 	 to the state Acts because of the federal character of the

	

25	 CLIJJ rat (Jjp.jtyv5rikri,chfld Jfd fl50fl2th MadhoLkarAlR 1963 SC 703, (1964)1 SCJ 504.

	

26	 iii Kumar w Ar/'i°nd,i S,oe AIR 1952 SC 369, (1952) SCJ 568; State of West 130 1,9a

v Sithoci!i Copal AIR 1954 SC 92.

	

27	 5/alt' )f 1f Zoin;aI v Ad/fOLd f?ubbc'r AIanu/icturCrS Ltd AIR 1971 Cal 301, 303.

	

28	 5/alt' of ll1't Bongal t Union of India AIR 19e3 SC 1241, 119641 1 SCR 371.

	29	 51,11,' l iLirt,ina v C1an.2z? ,\f,iI AIR 1976 SC 1654, (1977) 1 5CC 310.

	

30	 Ganç.,dhar 5,ula.clu, 'r.o) 1 ,fanr' vS/alt' of %faharas,i AIR 1976 Born 13.

	

31	 SC J1r.n4Lar V ldOafl1,'1L DarAdas AIR 1963 sc 1356, (1963) 1 scj 6S7.

	

32	 A k,'vluh,LnJ v .1,il,' of 1aJra au,! Kenila AIR 1960 SC IOSO, (19(ia) 2 SCJ 413.

	

33	 UIAaI C,,nlr,uclt'rS v 51,11c of Ori5.ca AIR 1987 SC 2310.

	

34	 52 and 53 \'ici C (8.
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Constitution, providing for a double set of legislative organs, one for the

Union and another for the states.
In the case of Azneer-un-NLsSa Betirn v Mehbooh Begum, the Supreme

Court of India has observed that we ire not bound by the provisions of any
English statute, but we can still apply the English common law rule if it
appears to us to be reasonable and proper.

3. HISTORY OFTHE ACT

The first enac ent of the kind was Lord Brougham's 	 6 passed by the

British parliament. The provisions of that statute were adapted to India and

vataEp1ified by the Indian General Clauses Act 1868 (1 of 1868, and
the General Clauses Act 1887 (1 of 1887), was a further extension of the same

princi
the two Acts, namely, the Acts of

1868 and 1887.
This Act was first amended in 1903. The Amending Act (1 of 1903) had

peschedule appended to the Act. The General auses Amendment)
Act 1936 then inserted a new s 6A into the Act. Sections 4A and 5A were
added and ss 30A and 31 omitted by the Government of India (Adaptation of
Indian Laws) Order 1937, which had also altered the definition of 'British
India' and had lent a new expression to the definition of the term 'Central
Government'. The term 'Federal Government' was also defined and the term
'India' ins 3(28) was defined as 'British India together with all the territories
of the Indian Rulers', by the same Adaptation of Laws Order of 1937.

After the independence of India in 1947, the India Ada 	 Existing

Indian Laws r er , was promulgated by the then Governor-General

of India published in the Gazette of India, Extraordi.naryof 14 August 1947,

containing a schedule which had introduced certain changes to this Act.
On coming into force of the Constitution of India on 26 January 1950, the

Adaptation of Laws Order 1950 was issued, vide Gazette of India, 26 January

1950, making considerable changes in various sections of this Act. Another
Adaptation of Laws (Amendment) Order 1950, was issued on 5 June 1950,
which being itself an amendment order, was followed by two subsequent
amendments: one made on 4 November 1950, and the other, on 4 April 1951.
Extensive changes by the second amendment were brought about in the
following state Acts:

(i) Punjab General Clauses Act 1898;
(ii) Bengal General Clauses Act 1899;

(iii) United Provinces (now Uttar Pradesh) General Clauses Act 1904;

(iv) Central Provinces and Berar General Clauses Act 1914;

35	 AIR 1955 SC 355, 362.

36	 13 and 14 Vict c 21.
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(v) Assarn General Clauses Act 1915;

(vi) Bihar and Orissa General Clauses Act 1917;
(vii) Orissa General Clauses Act 1937.

An Amendment, for the fouith time, in the AclapLition of Laws Order 1950,

was issued on 2 July 1952.

Consequent to the enactment of the States Reorganisation Act 1956, the
distinction between the Pt A, B and C States, as specilied in the First Schedule
to the Constitution, was abolished by the Constitution (Seventh Amendment)
Act 1956, whereby the First Schedule to the Conslilution was amended soas
to contain a distinction between states and Union Territories. The situation
brou111 about by the States Reorganisation Act 1956, the Constitution
(Seventh) Amendment Act 1956, and the Bihar and West Bengal (Transfer of
Territories) Act 1956, necessitated the following Adaptation of Laws Orders:

(i) The Adaptation of Laws (No 1) Order 1956;
(ii) The Adaptation of Laws (No 2) Order 1956;

(iii) The Adaptation of Laws (No 3) Order 1956;
(iv) The Adaptat i on of Laws (No 4) Order 1957;
(v) The Adaptation of Laws (No 5) Order 1957;

All these Aclapta lion of Laws Orders were made or deemed to have come
into force on 1 November 1956. The first of these was issued by the President
of India in exercise of the powers conferred by ci (1) of art 372A of the
Constitution, and the last was issued by the ['resident in exercise of the
powers conferred under art 372A and s 120 of the States Reorganisation Act
(37 of 1956). The remaining three were issued by the President under art
372A of the Constitution; s 120 of the States Reon;anisa lion Act 1956; and,
s 44 of the Bihar and kVcst. Bengal (Transfer of Territories) Act 1956 (40 of
1956). These adaptation orders had a schedule appended to each and had
declared that the General Clauses Act 1897, shall have effect subject to the
adaptations and modifications specified in the respective schedules, or if so
directed, shall stand repealed. The last four of these adaptation orders had
specificall y stated that the General Clauses Act 1897 shall apply to
the interpretation of these orders as it applies for the interpretation of a
central Act.

Besides the central Act, sim rila enactments have also been passed by local
legislatures in respect of states which were in existence prior to the States
Reorganisation Act 195b (37 of 1956). The following are such local Acts:

( i ) Assam General Clauses Act 2 of 191 (,unonded b y Act 7 of 1922).
(n) Bengal General Clauses Act 1 of 1899 (amended by Act I of 1903,

Act I of 1914, Act I of 1939 and Act 1 of 19-10).
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Delhi General Clauses Act.
Ajmer General Clauses Act.
Bombay General Clauses Act I of 1901 (amended by Act 4 of 1905).
Bihar and Orissa General Clauses Act 1 of 1917 (amended by Act

I of 1939).
Madhya Bharat General Clauses A.C t, Sarnvat 2007 (as amended

up-to-date).
Central Provinces (now Madhya Pradesh) General Clauses Act

1 of 1914.
Madras General Clauses Act I of 1891 (amended by Act 2 of 1896,

Act 11 of 1920 and Act 4 of 1937).
Orissa General Clauses Act I of 1937.
Punjab eneral Clauses Act I of 1898 (amended b Act 6 of 1918).

United provinces (flow Uttar Pradesh) General Clauses Act 1 of 1904.

Travancore and Cochin General Clauses Act 1125. BK

Rajasthan General Clauses Act 1955.
Saurashtra General Clauses Act 1952-
Mysore (now Karnataka) General Clauses Act 1899.

Where internal aids are not forthcoming recourse can be had to external aids

to discover the object of the legislation . In other words, to correctly interpret

the Act, the history and the succession of events can also be considered 
.37

4. USE OF PREAMBLE

The preamble is a key to open the minds of the makers of the Act, and the

rnischiefs which they intended to redress-
38 The court cannot start with the

preamble for construing the provisions of an Act and it is justifiable to do
so only when the language used by the Parliament is ambiguous or too

cannot be used to control or qualify the precise and
general.39 But it ca actment. It is only in case of doubt or
unambiguous language of the en 
ambiguity that recourse maybe had to the preamble to ascertain the reasonThe
for the enactment in order to disco

the true legislative intendment."

preamble of a statute is a key to the understanding of it,41
	 enable theto ena 

Sub-co,nmitt of Judicial Accountability v Union of India 
AIR	 L

per LM Sharma J.
Bhola Prad v Emperor AIR 

1942 PC 17,21,46 C1 32; TKMudalinr v Venkata cha lam

AIR 1956 SC 246, (1956) SCJ 323.
8urrokur Coal Co v Union of India AIR 1961 SC 954,956-57, (1961) 2 SCA 523, 1961

SCD 432, 119621 1 SCR 44.
the AftVACt AIR 1972 SC 1721, 41 R 520, (1972)

YA Maniarde v Authority Under 

LIC 894, (1972) 2 Lab LJ 136, 1972 Mah L) 768, 23 Fac LR 186.

AliarafLUoUSa Beguni v Dep0ty, Director of Consobdatlon AIR 1971 All 37, 1970 All

WR 706 (I-IC) (PB).

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(Lx)

(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)
()Civ)

(xv)
(x'vi)

37

38

39

40

41
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interpretation of an Act and can be used to know the aims and objects of the
legislation.42

There is no doubt that the preamble of a statute is an admissible aid to
construction. However, it is well-settled that the preamble to a sta lute can
neither expand nor control the scope of application of the enacting clause
When the latter is clear and explicit. it is true that it has sometimes been said
that a preamble is a key to the intention of the legislature. But that rule applies

only when the language of the enacting portion of any Act of the legislature
is ambiguous and doubtful or produces in its ordinary meaning any absurdity
or unreasonableness. The rule is not applicable where the words of the
enactment are quite clear and no doubt exists. The terms of a preamble may
be resorted to in two classes of cases:

(i) where the text of the statute is susceptible to different constructions;
and

(ii) where very general language is used in an enactment which evidently
must have been intended to have some limitation put upon it.

The preamble ma y he used to indicate to what particular instances the
enactment is sought to appty.4 ' Where the enacting part of a sta tote is not
exactly co-extensive with the preamble, the latter can neither restrict nor
extend the former:"

It was laid down by Mudholkar J, in Al/s Burrakur Coal Co v Union of
India as follows:

It is one of the cardinal principles of construction that where the language
of an Act is clear, the preamble must be disregarded though, where the
object or meaning of an enactment is not clear, the preamble may be resorted
to, to explain it. Again, where very general language is used in an
enactment which, it is clear, must be intended to have a limited application,
the preamble may be used to indicate to what particular instances, the
enactment is intended to apply. We cannot, therefore, start with the
preamble br construing the provisions of an Act, though we would he
justified in resorting to it, we may be required to do so, ifwe find that the
language used by Parliament is ambiguous or is too general though in
point of fact Parliament intended that it should have a limited application.

The preamble cannot be used to defeat, restrict or extend the enacting part
when the language, object, and scope of the Act are not in doubt. 46 'The

42	 ,I,Jia v State AIR 1963 All 29, (1963) I Cr LI 35.

43	 ,4.'JarIi La! v l3var,i ,'f Rveijut' AIR 1971 All 465, 1971 All LJ 483, 1971 All WR 310 (110

44	 It'ajnial v JLjii.,i;z Singh AIR 192S L,ih 35, 38. 101 IC 661.

45	 AIR 1961 SC 951, [19621 1 SCR 44 (1961) 2 SCA 523, 1961 SCD 432.

46 Md .4 Dar v Mi .4Abar AIR 1973 J&K 4, 1972 Kash Ij 338, 1972 J&K UR 462.
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proper function of a preamble's says Lord Thring, 'is to explain certain facts
which are necessary to be explained before the enactments contained in the

Act can be understood' .47 The necessity of understanding presupposes some
kind of ambiguity and when there is none, it is hardly necessary to have

resort to a preamble. 48

In case of conflict between the preamble and a section of the statute, it is

the latter which will prevail.49
The preamble of the General Clauses Act 1897, is short and simple and

there seems lobe no complexity about it. It purports to be an Act to consolidate
and extend the General Clauses Acts of 1868 and 1887. The preamble of the
1897 Act is thus, a referential incorporation of the preambles of the Acts of
1868 and 1887. The preamble of the General Clauses Act (1 of 1868) is as follows:

Whereas it is expedient to shorten the language used in the Acts made by the
Governor-General of India in Council and to make certain provisions relating
to such Acts; it is hereby enacted as follows:

In the same way, the preamble of the General Clauses Act (1 of 1887) states:

Whereas it is expedient to further shorten the language used in the Acts

made by the Governor-General in Council, and to make certain further
provisions relating to those Acts and the regulations under the Statute 33
Victoria, Chapter 3, section 1; it is hereby enacted as follows:

By referential incorporation of the preambles of the Acts of 1868 and 1887,
the preamble of the 1897 Act has retained its object to shorten the language of

the statutory enactments.
The Act of 1887 had never repealed the Act of 1868 but had sought to fulfil

the purpose of further shortening the language used in the Acts made by the
Governor-General in Council and to make further provisions relating to
regulations under s  of Ch 3 of 33 Victoria Statute, the latter being an additional
purpose which could not have been envisaged under the Act of 1868. The
Act of 1887 was, therefore, not a repealing statute and was supplemental to
the Act of 1868. Thus, prior to the enactment of the 1897 Act, there had been
two enactments for the purpose of shortening the language used in the Acts
made by the Governor-General in Council. Section 2 of the 1887 Act had
provided that Part I of that Act shall apply to all Acts made by the
Governor-General in Council and, consequently, Pt I of the 1887 Act

automatically applied to the 1868 Act.
The preamble of the existing Act of 1897 has been enacted to achieve a

twofold purpose:

47 Re Sussex Peerage Claim (1844) 11 Cl & F 83.
48 Surajmal v State AIR 1974 Raj 116, 1973 Raj LW 635.
49 Secretary of State vMaharajOfSObbliILR 43 Mad 529,46 IA 303 (PC); MamLalSi11g

v Trustees for Improvement of Calcutta ILR 45 Cal 343 (PB).
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(i) it has consolidated the Acts of 1868 and 1887;
(ii) it has extended the principles of the said two enactments, the

meaning of 'extension' being an amplification of the arne principles

for effrcting additions.

5. PURPOSE OFTHE ACT

The purpose of the General Clauses Act of 1897, has been best stated by the

Supreme Court in the case of Cjjjefj LTcctorofM1he,5 vKarain Chand T1iapar.
The purpose of this Act, as stated by the Supreme Court, is In place in one

single statute different provisions as regards interpretation of words and
legal principles which would otherwise have to be specified separately in
many different Acts and regulations. The purpose, therefore, is that whatever
is said in this Act as regards both, the meanings of words as well as legal
principles, the same has to be read in every statute to which it applies. Earlier

in the case of SubiunianLi h-er vQfficjil Receiver, Qui on, 51 ihe Supreme Court

had said that this has been enacted to shorten the language used in the
parliamentary legislations and to avoid repetition of the same words in the
course of the same piece of statutory enactment. The court, however, warned
that an Act like the General Clauses Act is not meant to give a hide-bound
meaning to terms and phrases generally occurring in legislations.

The Supreme Court has pointed out more than once that lack of legislative

simplicity had led to interprelative complexity. The home truth that legislation

is for the people and must, therefore, be plain enough has hardly been realised
by our lawmakers. Judges looking at statutes are forced to play linguistic
game-guessing upon the general legislative purpose and straining at

semantics 52

it may be said that the General Clauses Act may be and is of general
assistance in easing the interpretative complexity and in avoiding a linguistic
game at least in relation to the words defined and the principles of
interpretation propounded in that Act. This Act, as is stated in its statement

of objects and reasons, 53 'will have this further advantage that it will tend to

secure uniformity of language and construction' in legislation.

6. A CONSOLIDATING STATUTE

The General Clauses Act 1897, as its long title suggests, is an Act to
consolidate and extend the General Clauses Acts 1868 and 1887. It has been

50	 AIR 19o1 SC 838, 8•11

51	 AIR lOSS SC 1, 10.

52	 CiulEan J 1'uani r StoO.' of West Iknçal AIR 1975 SC 2473.

53	 The Gazette of India, Pt V. 38, did 6 February 1S97.



stated, at the outset, in the statement of objects and reasons, 
54 that the Bill

does not propose to effect any change in the law. Its object, like that of the
Acts it consolidates, is to shorten the language of statutory enactments and

to provide fo*r uniformity of expression.lfl cases where there is identity of

subject matter.
This consolidating statute is exhaustive onl y in cases where there is

identity of subject matter. Conversely, in cases where there is no identity of
subject matter, this Act cannot be deemed to be exhaustive. This can be stated
as a general rule of construction of a statute of a consolidating nature that its
essence is to be taken as exhaustive with regard to the matters in respect of
which it has formulated a rule while with regard to the matters which it has
not covered, and in respect of which it has not formulated any rule, it cannot
be regarded as being exhaustive. The General Clauses Act can be no exception
to this general rule applicable to the construction of an enactment which is of

a consolidating nature.
The above statement is only a generalised verion of the rule evolved by

judicial precedents with regard to the construction of consolidating statutes.
For instance, the Civil Procedure Code 1908 is a consolidating statute.

The long title of this statute has described it to be an Act to consolidate and
amend the laws relating to the procedure of courts of civil judicature.
Furthermore, it has been said with regard to this code, that it is not exhaustive,
but certainly it is exhaustive in matters specifically provided for because the
essence of a code is to consolidate the statutory and precedential law on a
particular subject into a code; and, to be exhaustive in the matters in respect

of which it declares the law. 55

Likewise, the income-Tax Act 1922 was a consolidating Act. The Supreme

Court, in relation to the said Act, held in Ravulu Subba Rao v Commr of

Income-tax, Madras, 56 that the provisions of this Act must be construed as
forming a code complete in itself and exhaustive of the matters dealt with

therein.
A similar question had arisen before the Privy Council, which set to

determine whether the Indian Contract Act of 1872, was exhaustive. It was

said in Irra waddiFlottila Co v Bugwandas, 57 that it cannot be laid down as a

general rule that the provisions of the Contract Act are not to be regarded as
exhaustive in all cases. But when the same matter came to be referred in the

case of Salu v Baja t,58 it was stated by way of explanation that in the case of

IrrawadyFlottila Co, their Lordships did not mean to say that even such

54 Cliiftanj Vaswani v State of West Bengal AIR 1975 Sc 2473; Gazette ofindia, Pt V, 35,

dtd 6 February 1897.
55 Gokul v Pudmanand ILR 29 Cal 707, 716 (PC); Guptes war v Chaturanafld AIR 1950

Pat 309-10; Gulab Chand v Kudilaila AIR 1951 MB 1, 5 (FB).

56	 AIR 1956 SC 604, 610.
57	 LR (1891) 18 Ind App 121.
58	 LR (1915) 42 Ind App 200.
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provisions of the Contract Act, as had specifically provided for any particular
class of contracts or any particular mode relating to the law of contracts,
Should not be regarded as exhaustive. Conflicting versions of these two
decisions can he brought down into a clear-cut expression made in an
earlier decision that 'the Act so far as it goes, is exhaustive and
imperative'.59

These principles, propounded in relation to the construction of
consolidafing or amending statutes, may be regarded to hold equally good
in relation to the General Clauses Act, which is a consolidating statute.

7.TTLE OF THE ACT

The General Clauses Act 1897, bears its long title as an Act to consolidate
and extend the General Clauses Acts 1868 and 1887.

As regards the title of an Act, it has been said that the title throws light on
the intent and design of the legislature and indicates the scope and purpose
of the legislationitselfP° The policy and purpose of a given measure may be
ascertained from the long title thereof." The title of an Act is, however, not
conclusive of the intent of the legislature, and constitutes only one of the
numerous sources from which assistance might be obtained. 62 When the
meaning of the legislature is clear in the enacting part of the statute, there is
no necessity to refer to the title, long or short. It is only in cases where the
meaning of the legislature is not clear beyond doubt that recourse may be
had to the title or to the preamble. 63

 long title of the Act, on which reliance is placed as a guide for the
determination of the scope of the Act and the policy underlying the legislation,
no doubt, indicates the main purpose of the enactment, but cannot obviously
control the express operative provisions of the Act.5t

8. ACT FOR INTERPRETATION

In the statement of objects and reasons, 65 MD Chalmers described this
enactment as the legislative dictionary. The statement concluded by saying
that the enactment will tend to secure uniformity of language and construction
in Indian legislation.

59	 Mohri Hill, vDJiataznja (Those LR (1903) 30 md App 114.
60	 /'vj'.iI Lal v 51a5' of bl.idn,s AIR 1953 SC 271.
61	 lie Kerala E(/ii,atj?n [Jill AIR 1958 SC 936, 974; Th1',l?,717th11ar Sin ç1 v	 of Oris'.,j

AIR 1954 SC 139.

62	 i'afu,a La! v State ol Ilv/era/ ',iJ AIR 1954 1 lyd 129, 153 (PB).
63	 'ifa1751I.1I r 5/a1C ,'/ Alallua ['rack'S!? AIR 1955 Nag 153, 157; Cozi,inr for Labour

V , ..l,s,eiatej (_c'izi,'nf C' AIR 1953 Born 363, 365.

64	 lI,,i,ohar J/ v 5/ito of I'un,a/ AIR Not SC 418.

65	 Gaze/k' of India, I'I V, p 38. dId 0 February 1,997.
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It is obvious from the statement that the enactment is intended to be only
an interpretative law without altering the laws substantivelY, 6° and this

intendment is further evidenced by the fact noticed in the statement itself

that the opportunity has been taken to incorporate into this Act such
provisions of the Interpretation Act 1889, of England, as he found applicable
to India. All this goes to evince that the General Clauses Act is a statute for
interpretation of other enactments and, unless the context otherwise requires,
even for interpretation of the Constitution of India subject only to such
adaptations and modifications that may be made therein under art 372A of

the Constitution, vide art 367(1) of the Constitution.
It is a well-known rule of interpretation of statutes that the text and the

context of the entire statu te must be looked into while interpreting any of the
expressions used in it. Courts must look to the object which the state seeks
to achieve while interpreting the provisions. A purposive approach is

necessary. 67

It would he hazardous to interpret a word in accordance with its definition
in another statute or statutory instrument, more so when such a statute or

statutory instrument does not deal with any cognate subjectP°
A definition clause in any statute does not necessarily apply to all contexts

in which the word 'defined' may be found therein."
According to the settled principles of interpretations a special enactment

would prevail over a general enactment if both operate technically in the

same field .71

9. SCHEME OFTHE ACT

That the General Clauses Act is a state for interpretation follows from the
very scheme of the Act. The opening part of it is devoted to general definitions
and the part thereafter pertains to the general rules of construction. Then
follows the part dealing with the construction of powers exercisable by
functionaries. The part which follows next deals with the construction of

orders, rules etc, made under the enactment.
The Act consisted of 31 sections and a schedule out of which the schedule

and s 2 were repealed by the Amending Act I of 1903 (s 4 and Schedule III).
Sections 30 and 31 had been repealed by the Adaptation of Laws Order of
1937, s 5A was repealed by Indian (Adaptation of Existing Indian Laws)

Order 1947 ,71 s 4A, inserted by Adaptation Order of 1937, was substituted,

66 Pro bhu	 jgarhii v srathPrad 1979 BBCJ 517.1979 BLJR 599, (1950) 1 Rev CR 86.

67 logos war i\fajhi v Raamia Kisan AIR 1997 On 54; S Gopal Reddv v State of Andhra

Pradesh AIR 1996 SCW 2803.
68 Maliarashtra State Electricit y Hoard v Annd Purusottafli Joshi AIR 1997 Born 160.

69 KV Muthu v Angarnuthu .4rnn,an AIR 1997 SC 628, (1997) 2 SEC 53.
70 Rajkot Municjnal Gorpn v State of Gujarat AIR 1997 Guj 46.

71	 Gazette of India, Extr.iordlnary did 14 August 1947.
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and s 13A was omitted by Adaptation of Laws Order 1950.72 Section 6A was

inserted by Act 19 of 1936 (s 2).
Section 1 contains the short title of the Act. Section 3, consisting of

66 clauses, defines in each, a particular word, term or expression as being
of common use in the legal phraseology of enactments. Section 4 pertains
to application of the definitions given in s 3 to previous en mactents and
s 4A is with regard to application of certain definitions to Indian laws.
Sections 5-13 provided for general rules of construction. Sections 14-19 deal
with the construction of powers vested in and exercisable by various
functionaries. Sections 20-24 contain provisions as to orders, rules dc, made

under enactments. Sections 25-30 deal with miscellaneous matters such as

recovery of fines, offences punishable under Iwo or more enactments, meaning
of service by post, citation of enactments, saving of previous enactments,
rules and bye-laws, and the application of the Act to Ordinances.

10. FEW RELEVANT RULES FOR INTERPRETATION

The law of statutory construction is a strategic branch of jurisprudence which
must respond to the great social change, and, since interpreLition of a statute
is an exercise with ascertainment of meaning, everything logicallyrelevant,

should be admissible. 
`

3 In respect of matters expressly provided for in the
Act, the courts must start from the Act and not deal with them as mere
modifications of the law prevailing in England .74 It is, therefore, needless to

refer to English decisions.75
A statute is supposed to he an authentic repository of the legislative will

and the function of a court is to interpret it according to the intent of those

who made it. 7 ' The true meaning of a provision of law has to he determined
oil basis of what it provides by its clear language, wilh due regard to the
scheme of the law as a whole, and not merely by the place it finds in the
formulation Of its parts or chapters.77

It is not Ihe duty of the court to enlarge either the scope of the legislation or
the intention of the legislature when the language of the provision is plain
and unambiguous. The court cannot rewrite, recast or reframe the legislation

for the very good reason that it has no power to legislate. The power to
legislate has not been conferred on the courts. The court cannot add words to

a statute or readwords into it that are iiOi there. Assuming there is a defect or
an omission in the words used by the legislature, the court cannot go to its

72	 Gaz&'tk' aiim/ia, fi(jac,rJiii.irj.; did 26 January 1950, p 449.

73	 Slate a! .\!y.'r& i RI' Bidaj' (1974) 3 8CC 337, AIR 1973 SC 2555.

74	 Emperor V 4suk1i 11,R 4 Cal 483.

75	 Gir./har PraaJ v Anibika Prasad Thakiir AIR 19s9 Pat 218, 225.

76	 UorninLivn&'r 1SiIes-ti v bLiiiçal .$'zi Shsani Lal(1975) 45CC 35, AIR 1975 SC 1106.

77	 State of Uttar i'radesli v I-iindusi.in /iI,Inumuumn Corpn (1979) 3 8CC 229, 242.
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aid to corrector make up the deficiency. Courts shall decide what the law is
and not what it should be. The court, of course, adopts a construction which
will carry out the obvious intention of the legislature but cannot legislate

itself.79
The statute has to be read as a whole and consistent enactment so as to

construe every provision in the statute with reference to the context and the
clauses in the statute. 71 The words of a mixed and wavering content are the
greatest tricksters. Meaning of words must, hence, be gathered from the

context. 90 Court avoids construction that cures the mischief of enactment as
designed to remedy only at the cost of setting UI) of disproportionate mischief

since this is unlikely to have been intended by the Parlianleflt.bl
The proper course in interpreting a statute, in the first instance, is to examine

its language and then ask what is the natural meaning uninfluenced by the
considerations derived from previous state of law and then assume that it
was probably intended to leave it unaltered. 62 The courts must try to discover

the real intent by keeping the diction of the statute intact.83
When two constructions of a legislative provision are possible, one

consistent with the constitutionality of the impugned measure and the other
offending it, the court has to lean towards the first, which sustains its

validity, 94 provided it is consistent with the object and purpose of the
impugned measurc.&S

The courts must, with intelligent imagination, inform themselves of the
values of the Constitution and, with functional flexibility, expose the
meanings to adopt such a construction as humanely constitutionalises the

statute in question. 86 Construction which will sustain the constitutionality

of provisions, henever possible, should be favoured.87
The constitutionality of an Act has to be judged on the basis of the

Constitution as it was on the date the Act was passed, subject ofcourse, to
any prospective amendment of the Constitution. The same principle would
apply when the question arises as to the constitutionality or the vires of a

statutory order. 89

78 Union of India v DeokiNandan Ara Wa] AIR 1992 SC 96, 101.
79 Municipal Corpn, City of Elubli vSuhha RaoflanwnantRaC' Pra vag(1976) 45CC 830,836.
80 (Jnion ofin dia vM/s Ran ipur 1)istillcIyandChL'IfliCa] Co Ltd AIR 1981 Del 348; Narendra

v Kainal Basini 23 IA 18, ILR 23 Cal 563.
81 Anil Kumar Panda v State AIR 1997 Cal 125.
82 Narendra v Karnal Basini 23 IA iS, ILR 23 Cal 563.

83 Udayan Chinibhai v RC Ba] AIR 1977 SC 2319, 2326.
84 State ofM.3dhya Pradesh v Dadabhoy's New ChirnririPanriHLLl Cotheiy coPvtLfdAlR

1972 SC 614, 621.
85 State of Ma dhya Pradesh v M/s CithotabhaiJethabaiPa tel & Co AIR 1972 SC 971, 975.

86 Sunhl Batra v Delhi Administration AIR 1953 SC 956, 974, 119591 SCR 995.

87 KVS Iyer v State of Kerala AIR 1973 P&H 29, 31, 76 Punj LR 150.

SS hfahendra LaIjain v State ofUftar Pradesh AIR 1963 SC 1019.

89 State of Kerala v ,4nnatn AIR 1969 Ker 38, 54.
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A statute should not be read retrospectively except when it is necessary. 
90

In the absence of anything in an Act, to say that it will have a retrospective
operation, it cannot he said to have altered the law applicable to a claim in

litigation at the time when the Act is passed.
A literal meaning should be given to the language used by the legislature

unless the language is ambiguous or its literal sense gives rise to an anomaly
or results in soineth; g liable to defeat the purpose of the Act. 92 The meaning

of words and expressions in an Act have to take their colour from the context

in which they appear. 93
The court while interpreting a statute may point out any hardship or

anomaly likely to result therefrom leaving it ultimately to the legislature to

amend the law when deemed fitY1
Since it is the spirit of the statute which should prevail over the literal

meaning, the meaning of some words in a statute may be enlarged or restricted
so as to harmonise them with the legislative intent of the entire statute.95

The governing intention of a statute must prima facie be gathered to be that

expressed in the section of the statute and not in the rules framed thereunder. 96

A statute should be so construed as to prevent the mischief and to advance

the remed y , 97 according to the true intention of the lawmakers."'
Reference to legislative history and the background and the circumstances

in which an Act was passed is permissible for the limited purpose of
appreciating the mischief the legislature had in view and the remedy which
it vanted to provide for preventing that mischief2' Various legislative entries
have to he interpreted in a broad manner and if any legislation can be brought
within the ambit of any one or other of the legislative entries, the validity of
the legislation cannot be questioned . Each general word in any entry should
be held to extend to all ancillary or subsidiary matters which can fairly and

reasonably be said to be comprehended therein.2
In case there is any lacuna in an Act, it is for the legislature to rectify that, and

the court need not give a strained meaning to the words used by the legislature.3

90 Slate of Kerald v Philoinina (1976) 4 3CC 314, 319.
91 Kartikara Chintainani Dora v Guatrt'ddi Anrlanh7flaidU AIR 1974 SC 1069; Vasanji

Kcvalbhai v Dalii/'en (1974) 15 Guj LR 780.

	

92	 j\fana'n It'll t, Slialkiara 	 I/i1) SaJ,.nai IrLiç/ItRljc'uLkJ vSSRIy WOrAL'ni Union AIR

1969 SC 513,518; R.ijKuniir v Slik' hoard of 7/i;iica/ Education AIR 1991 P&II 1.

	

93	 Rain Narain v State of 1J!t.ir I'rade,h AIR 1957 SC 13, 23, 119561 SCR 661.
94 Laksluiu'kutty Añuiia v Bathu Kudini Afathu AIR 1969 Ker 231, 1968 KLT 369.

	

95	 Manoliar Natliurao San7.lrtlJ v Marotrao (1979) 4 SCC 93, 98.

	

90	 Narsiiu.'das v CiIoj,'i'inulAIR 1939 Cal 435, 451, ILR 2 Cal 93 (FIl).

	

97	 S/ta v State of Uttar l'radcsl, AIR 1969 All 342.

	

98	 'sai?tiL1lAiaiIcklalS/k'th vGonuiIr /Jiicsniie-fa C'ntra1LJoinbayA1R 19635C697,700.

	

99	 .Sinivi 6 raj Oh.. ar Giand v 5c'crt'tarv \ f,ijras (hilljes, Grains and Kirana A k'rchan 15

llorkers' Union AIR 1959 SC 530.

	

1	 Chari 13aAh6'h Siio/i v Governnu'i,t of India AIR 1973 SC 2667, 2670.

	

2	 R	 . Ali (,1/f Mills Ltd AIR 1977 SC 2279, 2295.

	

3	 Vidyav.ati vStak'ofPunjjt'AIR 1968SC519,522; RarnajanunalwAiuthaflul?.1187 LW 407.



It admits of no controversy that the provisions of any statute must he

construed not onl y properl y hut also stricllv.4

The meanilig of an ordinar y word is to he found not so much in S strict

etymological propriety of the a age. nor eVCfl in itS popular use, as in

the suhect or occasion on which a is used and We ohcct 'chich is intended

to he attaiiied
in selecting one out of the various meanings of a word from the dictionaries

hen the word is not defined in the Act, regard must he had to the context,'
and to the popular sense which means the sense people conversant with Lhe
subject nialter vills which the statute is dealing, N 1. ould atLrihlite to it.'

An interpretation which would lead to an ahstndilv must he avoided.5
\\'herc the language of a statute, in its ordinar y meaning and grammatical

coisstructioll, leads to a manifest contradiction of the apparent nurpose of
the enactment, or to Some meonvel4iencc, absurdity hardship or injustice
presumably not intended, a construction ma y be put upon it which modifies

the meaning of we words and even the structure of the sentencef
A statute has to hr interpreted according to its plain language and noLlg

should he added or subtracted unless there are ade1uate grounds to justify

the inference that the Ic islature had clearl y so jute ded.1

	

Wartime measures should he construed more liberall y .	 While

intei 1sreling a penal pr o\ isien, it is not pen isibI to i' e an e'Iended
meaning to the plain old of the section." In crosI ruing the	 ovijons of

a , ci fir	 legislation. courts should adopt the bcneficicnt rule of
cunslructioll. A beneficial measure of lcgilo tion, lihe the i cut control

legislation must be liberally construed so as to fulfil the statutor y purpose

and not frustrate it. 14 \Vords in a remedial statute have to be construed to

reasonabl y ad mit the relief contempla Lcd the reunder) in construing a taxing

statute, the point to be remembered is that o hile charging sections are to he

construed strictly, machinery sections are not generally subject to a rigorous

construction. 16

	

4	 A Sri R.IJThI Rcddv v Vt' Girl All, 1971 SC 1162, 1170.

	

5	 SuiL Sin cli i' 5Lilc e[I'iwj.iL' tSSn) 4 5CC 100, 195.

	

6	 SjiiE.ib Kji,iii v Bar Cviincil ofJiJia AIR IOn) Raj 13n, 141.

	

7	 5017J,7 Blati.i v 5t,it,' ,'I Uttar Pr,i.icli AIR1051 SC 1271. 1:Ss.

	

S	 ClihOli.i S.is i7',i:;ma v Ji I,Ijr.ni 	 ,ki;iiri [7,'': .\lI1 O's 2.-\t' 105.

	

9	 LiOn uiiiiia V 
Snlal ChanJ Iliuwiati,iJSiietJl (1077 4 5CC 192, AIR lOSS SC 2S

	

10	
[,iaLA.':i nO.11cc.': cc.'n ,,\ i .. LI 7A2JI.in J,7'.';i

.1ev CO lEi, jaricial',i,I,\IR 1s51 SC 1 " lO. 1'12, InC

	

11	 .OLil,'"IB,ii'?I'.jr V l7rkii,'j:,rComb ('I	 linuS!? .- \ iS
..tn,i,';r,i l'i.),l..ii t..i;i,ii.i /'r,ii,:Ci.Ji I' IS'... ' . LI..' '.:o	 175 sC 74h,

• 11' ' ii ' C ii,'n....ii	 5.1 j.	 I,;	 c. :;; - : 7 	' .	 ')1	 ' 7'	 'C'.	 u,,,

	

1'	 ,,\,,ci,,k'dCc,ik'ntc,' [LI iGn:, iucr,,cI lC'-,'IL'Icn .Ini!, AIR 1551CC ICC, 1501.
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There is no scope for placing an unnatural interpretation on the language
used by the legislature and impute to it an intention which cannot be inferred

from the language used by it.1'
The use of the speeches made by members of the legislature in the draft of

an Act is unwarranted*
Where the language of a statute, in its ordinary meaning and

grammatCal construction, leads to a manifest contradiction of the apparent

purpose of the enactment or to some inconvenience or absurdity, hardship
or injustice, presumably not intended, a construction may be put upon it
which modifies the meaning of the words and even the structure of the
sentence.

The sound rule of interpretation is to construe a statute so as to prevent
the mischief and to advance the remedy according to the true intention of the

makers of the statute. 20 It is not, however, permissible to omit or delete words

11 om the operative part of an enactment merely on the ground that, according
to the view of the court, it is inconsistent with the spirit underlying the

enatment 21

Provisions have to be construed harmoniously as to render no provision

reLlundant. 22 The expression used in a statute should ordinarily be

understood in a sense in which the y harmonise with the object of the statute

and which effectuate the object of the legislatureY
The court cannot discard the cardinal rules of interpretation in order to

avoid hardship or inconvenience. 24 Statutory enactments must ordinarily

be construed according to the plain natural meaning of the language and
that no words should be added, altered, or modified unless it is plainly
necessary to do so in order to prevent a provision from being unintelligible,
absurd, unreasonable, unworkable or totally irreconcilable with the rest of

the statute. 25

A result following from a statutory provision is never an evil. A court has

no power to ignore that provision and contend that it considers a distress

resulting from its operation. 26 In the possibility of alternative constructions,

17Mangi L.il v CSii, 'an Giand Rathi AIR 1965 SC 101.

IS State of TnvancorL' Cochin v Bombay Co Lid, Alleppy AIR 1952 SC 366, (1952)

SCJ 627.
19	 Tirath Siigh v Bachittar Sin gh AIR 1966 SC 830, (1955) SCJ 787; State of Madhya

Pradclz v Azad Bharat Finance Co AIR 1967 SC 276, (1969) 1 SCJ 815.

20 Sit] vanarayan Kabra v State of Madras AIR 1967 SC 986, (1967) 1 SCJ 825.

21	 State of Rajasthan v Leeli fain AIR 1965 SC 1296, (1966) 1 SCJ 37.

22	 J?ania j\ciiid v State of ILirvana AIR 1982 P&I-I 26, 29.

23	 Aeie I:idii Sucar Aid/s Ltd v CST, Bihar AIR 1963 SC 1207, (1964) 1 SC) 644.

21	 Sen cal Ininiunity Co Ltd eState of i3iharAIR 1955 SC 661; 'forviMercaflti/e Bank Ltd

v Lnion of India AIR 1965 SC 195 . 1, (1966) 2 ',CJ 6.

25	 J'o/cctar Electronic Pet Ltd r Odd! (oni'nr, Si/cs-tax (1978) 1 SCC 636, AIR 1978 Sc

937; Piiiit' \'ationallank vAf/ Las ini cl,andSiinderDa.sc AU 1982 P/A 148,50 (EB).

26	 Marlin Burn Ltd v (orJ'n of Calcutta AIR 19u6 SC 529, (1967) 1 SC) 387.
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that alternative has to be chosen which would be consistent with the smooth
working of the system purported to be regulated by the statute. 

27 When an

alternative construction is not possible the court has to adopt the ordinary

rules of literal interpretation. 28 When words used are not capable of two

constructions, it is not open to adopt any other hypothetical construction on
the supposed ground of its consistency with the object of the Act.29Where
two constructions are possible upon the language of a statute, the court has
to choose one which is consistent with good sense and fairness by eschewing
the other which would make its operation unduly oppressive, unjust or

unreasonable. 30

It is dangerous to interpret a statute by using the meanings of certain
expressions of a different statute, because the two may differ entirely in

their purpose and context. 3 ' The words must be read n their ordinary

sense, though they may be modified only to avoid an absurdity or

incongruity. 32 When words used are ambiguous, they may stand to be
examined and construed in the light of surrounding circumstances.33
Words capable of two interpretations have to be construed in a sense
more harmonious with the intention of the Iegislainre. As far as possible,
courts should interpret the several provisions of law in a harmonious

way.
The court is not competent to insist upon the presumption that the

legislature has made a mistake. It must proceed on the footing that the

legislature has intended what it has said. 36 The supposed spirit of an

enactment can certainly not be given effect to contradicting the plain language

of the section of the Act or the rules made thereunder. 
'17

When two provisions of a statute are mutually conflicting, they should,
as far as possible, be given such construction that effect can be given to

both. 38 A head-on clash between two sections has to be avoided by
construing conflicting provisions so far as possible, to harmonise with

27 Cc,Yectorc'l Custojn.c, Baroda v Di5vijaySifl5'hIA Spg and WeauinMtlls Ltd,Jamfli53r

AIR 1961 SC 1549; Shri Ram vS/ate of Ma]2ara5hba AIR 1961 SC 674.
28 Jugal Kishore Saraf v Ran' Cotton Co Ltd AIR 1955 SC 376, (1955) SC) 371.

29 Kanai La] Sur v Para innidhiSadhu.kiiafl AIR 1957 SC 907, (1958) SC) 99.

30 Dilip Ku.marSharma v State of Madliya Pradesh (1976) 1 SCC 560.
31 Regional Pro videjit Fund Commissioner, Punjab v Lakshmifla tan Enginoenhlg Works Ltd

AIR 1952 Punj 507, 511, 64 Punj LR 524.
32 Inder Singh v Gu].zara Singh AIR 1969 Del 154, 156, (1969) 71 Punj LR ( ,,Del) 33.

33 Income-to y Commr v Sodra Devi AIR 1957 SC 832, 835, (1958) SC) 1.
34 Jaggamma v Satyanarayanarnurt.hi 1957 Andh WR 520.
35 Kamalamma vLaxminarayana Rao AIR 1971 Mys 211-12.
36 I\2ilinakhya By5ack v Sb yarn Sunder Haldar AIR 1953 SC 148, AIR 1953 SC 201;

relying on Cornmr for Special Purposes of Income-tax vPernse/ 118911 AC 53; HansraJ
Gupta v Dchradun Mussoorie Electric Tramway Co Ltd AIR 1933 PC 63.

37 Ranan/aya Singh v Baij Nadi Singh AIR 1954 SC 749, (1954) SC) 838.
33 Bengal Immunity Co Ltd v State ofBiharAIR 1955 SC 661; followed in DSanjcevaya

v Election Tribunal, Andhra Pradesh AIR 197 SC 1211, (1963) 1 SC) 568.
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each other. 39 When a statute is capable of two constructions, that which
upholds the statute should be preferred to that which would invalidate it,1

While construing an implied power, the well-established rule of

construction is that a power to do somcthug essential for the proper ind
effectual performance of the work which the statute has in contemplation

may be implied.1'
Uniformity and certainty in law require a respect for precedents. If decisions

of the same or superior court are ignored, wilh the view that every judge is
'entitled to take such view as he chooses, the law will be bereft of all its

utility.42
 The law laid down by the Supreme Court shall, under art 141 of the

Constitution of India, he the law of the land, binding on all. 43 But, when the

law which is the basis of a judicial decision is altered, the binding value of a

precedent fails. 44 Any general observation in a precedent cannot apply in

the interpretation of an Act unless the court had applied its mind to and
analysed the provisions of the same Ac t.45 Decisions of the higher courts, on
questions that are essentially questions of facts, cannot be taken as

precedents.46
The Supreme Court of India is not bound by the authority of English

decisions .47 Principles of jurisprudence or of English law can be invoked

as supplementing or explaining the rules of evidence contained in an

enactment .48 Cases in English courts of Chancery have only a persuasive

value,49 but have no application to the interpretation of the law in India
as in the Evidence Ac t,50 and judges in India are under no obligation to
follow thern' except for elucidating the meaning of the Ac t.-12 It is

39 Raj Kridziw Bose v Vijo,Ia Kanwigo AIR 1954 SC 202-03, (194) SCJ 286.
40 itnandji I-li ridas & Co v SP Kasiure AiR 1968 SC 565, 577.

	

41	 ,1xcto11cciorofCciIrJi Excise, 'aIcu16i 1 , 1\1iozia1 Tobacco Co of India LEdAIR 1972

2563, para 30.
42 Jai Sri bthu v Rajdewan DeScry 119611 2 SCR 558.

43 SL Saraf v MS Qureld AIR 1969 J&K 36, 45.

	

44	 Kiru 021nlan2.zni D,ra V Gun LrJth	 L1WI?JJdL1 AIR 1974 SC 1Q69, (1974) 1 SCC 567.

45 Raval & Co v KG Rama Chandran AIR 1974 SC 818, 821, (1974) 1 SCC 424.
40 Prakash Owndra Pathak vState of UttarPradesh AIR 1960 SC 195, HR Gokhale v C

l3i?arucia Moshir AIR 1909 Born 177, 186.

	

47	 Chaturbbuj VithaldasJasani v Aiorcsh % .arJ'ara5JIrJ171 AIR 1954 SC 236, 242, (1954) $CJ

315; Nair Service Societ y Lid v KG Ale.ander AIR 1968 SC 1165, 1175.

	

4 h	 Re .4xuia vi.fLIlhu2i)d11 ILR 39 Mad 499; Collect or of Gorakhpur v PalakdhariSingli ILR

12 All I.

49 Kris/inas;va III ' Chcttv v 7liangavelu Chefty AIR 1955 Mad 430, 5I?dIflbl2LU111

v Balniuk 1111d DikslIif All', 1931 Oudh 307; Pramith iVath v liv Lea & Co AIR 1930 Cal

302; Vythin, a Pandara Saiui.ldlIi v Thim,garajJs anuDelastIIamIam AIR 1932 Mad 193.

	

50	 Bol,i1'tmr Co Lid v blalarashira State Farming Corpn AIR 1969 Born 231, 250; LaAbnij

v .\fahj'al ILR 5 Cal 744 (PC).

	

51	 In?jmIhIndJ v Ifaji Mubiddi AIR 1918 PC ii.

52	 Ifaninni v b'.imnznanji 7 Born 11CR o4; followed in Queen Einprcs.s v IJlrarl? ILR I()

Born 41 .1, 427.
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permissible to refer to English authorities when the principle laid down
therein does not depend on any peculiarity in the English law. 

-13 English

decisions may be useful OfliV 
in cases where a colonial statute is

P
rofessedly based upon an English statute which has been authoritatively

construed by an English court of appeal. 54 in deriving assistaaCe from the

laws of England, the court has to see how far such laws were founded on

cominonsense and on principles of justice. 55 The stable law in India is

no doubt based on the principles of English law but in its application one
should follow the opinion of the Indian courts acquainted with the Indian
ways of life and thought and not of the English courts. Where there is a
positive enactment of the indian legislature the proper course is to
examine the language of that statute and to asccrLaln its proper meaning
uninfluenced by any consideration derived from the previous state of the

law or of the English law upon which it may be founded.' The expression

Justice, equity and good conscience' has been interpreted in the manner
they would be so under the English law when found applicable to the

Indian Society?a
It is not safe to pronounce on the provisions of one Act with iefercnce to

the decisions cleating with another even when that oilier is in pan
materia.J\gain it serves no useful purpose to decide a case with icicrcnce to

the decisions of the courts in previous cases . LO

Punctuation cannot he regarded as a controlling factor so as 10 control

plain meaning of a texi. 2 if the language of a statute is clear and intelligbie

without admitting to two meanings, effect has to be given to the orcis used

so as to carry out the intention of the legislature . 6
Tile courts are not at liberty to read into a section words which do not exist

there. When the language of the law is clear the court has to interpret the

law as it is and not as it ought to he.1'5

	

53	 Ajndi 5iiigli i Sin Rim ILR 16 Cat e77, 682 (PC).

	

54	
Lovolock & Lewes v lalabir Timber and Saw Mills Ltd IS IC 997, Rjrncndr,i ,\1tli

v Brijondra Na th ILR 45 Cal 111

	

55	
Parblioo v EniperorAlR 1911 All 402, 407, (194 1 ) All U 619; Collcctor of GoraklpUr

v Palakdhari Singli ILR 12 All I (PB).
56 Mohd Hassan v Ali 1-1aider AIR 1925 Oudh 337.
57 RamanandiK1r v Kala,vatiKuer4lR 192S PC 2.

	

58	
Vls? Dcvi vMadlna Pradosli Stak' Road Transport Corpn AIR 1975 MO S9, 91, 1974

NIPUI 573.

	

59	 Hart Klicniu Ga;tIi i - Dcputv C0"2,r'1jS-1iL'Dcr 
ol Police. B,ni/,iv AIR 1956 SC 559, 563,

[19561 SCR 506, (1956) SCJ 599.

	

60	 lIP Cok/ialt' u S/,,iruciia NoIijrAIR 190 Born 177, 186.

	

61	 Dadaji aIL Dii,a v Suiiico lJal'u ,\Ild 1980 SC 150, 156.

	

62	 b'ijabaiRihlIiiIil , Ijania blinoliar Tli,,n,iii M,lira AIR 1969 Born 103, 108 70 B 
rn PR

428, lOSS SlaP Lj 901.

	

63	 chandralJ;.m C7I anal Li l Gotir i DrR'rn a ' ia Kan .ni rKli ufln('L) 7(1 :,r.\ N 1	 0 ' rn 13, 51.

	

64	 kink of England 1 i-ci ,,1 1i.ino 18° fl 
AC 107, Dial 5;ngh IDiu,,r,r\lN IOSi, L.ah TT-39

	

6	 R,itiii3 Sin ala .'lpra wal v han Om Tradni Co AIR 199 315 1 ,5, 173
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re iffusion into wider;urisprudential areas is fraught with unwitting l

.:ion, the judicial prudence requires confining the focus
thes.'	 '.:.

------------------ - ._. !. __ig.', it ougnt to oe limitcu L: . he
:s created and putative states of affairs must be exc1uded*

-. .is:aute has enacted deeming provisions, the court must ascertain for
purpose and between what persons the statutory fiction is to be resorted

to and whether full effect has to be given to thc statutory fiction which should
be carried to its logical conclusion. 68

A disabling provision has to be construed strictly. 69 A statute should not
he so construed as to create new disabilitic5 or obligations or impose new
duties in respect of transactions which were complete at the time the
amending or the new Act came into force. 71) In case of ambiguity in a disabling
provision, effect has to be given to that which favours the individual .7'

The words of a remedial statute must be construed, as far as they
reasonabiy admit, so that the relief contemplated by the statute shall not be
denied to the person intended to be relieved.n

Unless there be anything contrary expressly provided in the statute, a
statute conferring jurisdiction on an authority has to be construed so as to
include and imply all such powers as are necessary or incidental to the
effective exercise of that jurisdiction. 13 This doctrine is too well established.74
Where an Act has created a new jurisdiction, procedure, new form, or new
remedies, all tF'ese have to be strictly followed .15

The court must harmonise different provisions of the same Act so as to
prefer a harmonious construction rather than an inconsistency.76

No words should be considered redundant or surplus in interpreting the
provisions of a statute or a ruleY When the legislature has used analogous
words or phrases in the alternative, the presumption is that such words or
phrases convey separate and distinct meanings so that choice of one involves
the rejection of the other. 75 Though there is a presumption that the legislature

66 State of Madhya Prdesh v Orient Paper Mills Ltd AIR 1977 Sc 6S7, 690;
DR Ven&atachalam v Dy Transport con rnr AIR 1977 SC 842.

67 Subramania P11/al v RajakkaniNadarAlR 1971 Mad 310.
68	 Veerasck/iara Varrnarayar A:nirthavajammalAIR 1975 Mad 511, 87 LW 397.
69 Lachman v SansiILR 12 Lab 275.
70 NCMJIra v State of Bihar AIR 1970 SC 1636, 1639.
71 David v Dc Silva AIR 1934 PC 36, 40.
72 Ram Taran v DJ 110 AIR 1949 FC 135, 139.
73 MS Dambarnurti Sastriar v Deputy Registrar of Co-op Societies AIR 1971 Mad

343, 345.
74 NandGupaivLandAcquisition coliuctorAlR 1971 JIP1.
75 Ala dhya Pradesh State Road Transport corpn, Jabalpur vJahiram AIR 1969 MI' 69,91,

1968 MPLJ 878, 1969 Jab LJ 274.
76	 Ibid.
77 Dines/i Chandra Sangrna eState of .4 s.carn AIR 1978 SC 17, 21.
7S	 Dill'.i,,,-1, I?aiJerro v Union of India AIR 1974 SC 130, 133.
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does not employ different words with regard to the same subject matter
without contemplating a difference in the idea, undue importance should

nol he att ached to this presumpt i on' The court should avoid a construction

which would render any part or words of the statute redundan1.50

In construing the 
p rovisions of two Acts, the court must give effect to

hotl' The court must have regard to the aim, object and scope of the statute

read in is entirety-62
The rule is that if hvo sectiO1S of the same statute are repugnant then the

last must prevaii. In case of ambiguity in a pro
visioft that construction

must be accepted which will advance the remedy rather than prevent it.54

An amendment b y wa y of clarification of an earlier ambiguous provision

can be used in construing the earlier provision even if such amendnteIt is
not retrospective. The fact whether a statute or any of its provision has
retrospective operation has to be determined with reference to the dominant
intention of the legislature which has to he gathered from the language used,
the object and the scheme of the Act, the nature of the rights affected, and the

circumstances under which the statute came into being.

It has been held in AKCopal1' ittC ofdlaclras, 5 ' that a speech made in

the course of debate reflects onl y the intent of the speaker but not the mental

process lying behind the majority vote.
it is well-settled that an appellate court is entitled to take into consideration

any change in law!
An exception carved out in a provisO has to he given full effect.89

section appears to have been
if on reading an explanatiOn the scope of a 

widened, effect must be given to the legislative intent, notwithstanding the

fact that legislature had made the provisions as an explanation.9°
Provisos are often inserted either to allay fears or to remove

misapprehensions"
While interpreting rules of procedure it must be remembered that they are

intended to advance justice rather than defeat it. 92 11 is a well-known rule of

79 Muthcia l Board, Kanpur v Addlornrnr, Kan 1 ,urAIR 1969 All 177, 180, (1969) All U / 2

SO Sir Dinshaw Manekji Petit v GB Badkasl? AiR 1969 Born 151, ISS.

SI	 Gulal' Sw,dari Bapna v Stale of Rafasthan AIR 1971 Raj 1, 4.

SO 
Director, Rationing and DistributiOn v Galcutti Carp" AIR 1960 SC 1353.

83 Prasant Kumar Do Oiowdhary v Togas Kumar Dos AIR 1981 Cal 332-33.

81	
GangadharLli1n vNin'ad," , lltikin Markctiflg.S)c1L'(3 lljaiplJr AIR 1971 NIP 16, 19

S3 Thuru ManiJan & CO v State of Tarnil Nadu AIR 1977 Sc 518, 522.
56 Gaddarn jVaa Reddy v Collector, District ofAdil,,00i AIR 1982 Al' 1.

87	 AIR 1950 SC 27, 119501 SCR SO.

SS	
Data Xivav Mii1ue Peso! vS/ale AIR 1967 Coo 4, S. 	 -

89	 VcJopjail ISiIoi v Par.ippaii Pan 	 AIR 1969 \-111 30o, 313, (1969) 1 LloJ Li CS.

III, K
90	 LI/s Iliralal Rattan La! v Sales-ta 0/liver, Svtion	

n urAIR 1973 SC 13 L l01

91	 Lb Jan La] Fakir C],and DuJhcJ" l a Shree ChalgiicO 5,,jr 5/i/is LI.! AiR

1543, 1552, 1962 (3) Corn Cas 604.

92 , I1sLak5]Wurtm EnginL'criflg I

1968 SC 48S, 491
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interpretation of statutes that the text and the contxt of the entire Act must
Lie looked into while interpreting any of the expressions used in a statute.
The courts must peruse the object which the statute seeks to achieve while
interpreting an y of the provisions of the Act. A purposive approach for
interpreting the Act is llcccssary.93

The court must construe a section as it The marginal note cannot he
tdkCII to aItect the construction of the langriage used in the body of the section
if it is otherwise clear and unambiguous.'0 The marginal note can merely
furnish some clue as to the meaning and purpose of the section."' Head
notes of sections and chapters cannot cut down the express meanings of
words occurring in the section,w that is to sa y, the marginal notes to a section

c referred L, for time picposc oIcuns[rwn;; thc fcm.

An explanation should not be construed for widening the ambit of a
section. it ma y be used to harmonise with or clear up an y ambigoity in the
Section.

The following are some other important rules having hearing on the
interpretation of statutes:

(a) Ejusdorn Generis Rule

The c/usdenm ,renc'ris rule strives to reconcile the incompatibilit y hi't\veen
specific and general words. This doctrine applies when:

(i) the statute contains an enumeration of specific words;
(id	 the subjects of the enumeration constitute a class or category;

(iii) that class or category is not exhausted by the enumeration;
(iv) the general terin follows the enumeration; and
(v) there is no indication of a different legislative intent.

For example, the expression 'to make or issue orders' as used in s 23 ot
the Bihar and Orissa General Clauses Act, which corresponds to s 20 uf
the General Clauses Act, has got to be construed ejusdein gc'ncri.s, and
when so construed, the 'orders' spoken of in s 24 of the Bihar and Orissa
(.eneral Clauses Act 1917, which correspond to s 21 of the Gener,fl Clauses

93	 J,'c.war 'ihiJ/ii v /L.,n,w Ki5,,,i AIR 1997 Ori 51 S c;,;'.iJ Reddy v SI,iI,' i'f. Iti,ilo
Pradc'.c/, AIR 1991) SCW 2803.

94	 Kiter, A,zwt., vParan7c5hwjri.4Innia AIR 1971 Kcr 216, 219.
95	 iSsit'ni !ndth Theatres Lid v Afunicir'aI ('oipii. Poona AIR 1959 SC 5S6,(19-,-)9) SC! 390.
96	 AP I'Srç/iese e Incoin,'tan 0/liter, ErnakuJanm AIR 1981 SC 1922, 1931.
97	 lIar i'raxoz' Sist,,,' it v D,.ctnct .\Iayc.tr.ite AIR 1949 All 403. 405, ,VarL',id,, J'rasad

I .i'i,Jtt.'o/ ,/,IJft/) a I'ra,/ts/i i\tR I')St NIl' 101, lIt )hcac1111 cannoi control Iatiiu.11;c
96	 I,.iIra,i Ani,i,ar (/i,aA,,r.ui,) r J.ic,ti,,'aI Siinrlt 31 L\ 132. hR 26 All 365, k ' ll ' .vi,J in

01)mn,r of 111come-I ' m v ,'lliine,/I'I,,i, (.,u,arl ' I,ai & G) AIR 1950 SC 13L (1)50 ) SC) 375,
99	 10/i/i ('o-oj t D,'vt'/oj'ni,',t! uul (Si:,,' 'i/Ic Ott,':,,, 1./il v LSu:k of I3,J,ar AIR 1967 SC 38'),

11 11 (71 I SCR 848.
1	 itniar (T/,and ;' (','/f'ct,'r :'t tcr'.,'. l 'r,t'ur.i AIR1972 SC 1363, 1972 SCI) 741.
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Act 1897, have the meaning of orders made or issued in exercise of the
powers of a subordinate legislation conferred by the Act.2

When the suits or proceedings, respecting which 'family courts' shall have
andexercisejuri diction falling under the category of a clause in the explanation
to sub-s (1) of S7, arc explicitly stated by specifying the same, the question of

apniVin(; the c/iiscIciii;CfleriSrUle to limit or restrict the categorised suits or

proceedings in other clause appears to be unwarranted. What needs to be
noted is that to attract the application of ejiisdeiii;eneriSrUle there mustbe a
general word which follows particular and specific words of the same nature
and is presumed to be restricted to the same genus as those words.3

(b) Interpretation of the word 'Includes'
The word 'includes' has been used in the general definitions contained in
s 3 of the General Clauses Act with respect to the meaning of certain terms

and expressions.4
The definitions of terms and expressions as given in the respcctivc

sub-sections of s3 of the General Clauses Act are, therefore, not exhaustive
but rather, inclusive definitions which are an enlargement of the ordinary or
the popular sense of the term defined. The interpretation of the word
'includes', as such, would command significance in ascertaining the inclusive
meaning of the above expression as given ins 3 of the General Clauses Act.

The Supreme Court has said that the word 'includes' is often used in
interpretation clauses in order to enlarge the meaning of the words oi'
prascs occurring in the body of the 'statute'. When it is so used, these
words and phrases must be construed as comprehending not only such
things as they signify according to their nature and import but also
those things which the interpretation clause declares that they shalt

inc Ill cl e

(c)Words not Defined
Where the definition of a word has notbeen given, it musibe construed in its
popular sense if it is a word of everyday use. 'Popular sense' means that
sense which people, conversant with the subject matter with which the statute

is dealing, would attribute to it.6'

2 Bhola J'rasad SJm,'h v Prof US Goswami AIR 1963 Pat 437.

3	 Re Ashrava AIR 1991 Kant 10, 16.
4 Affidavit—s 3(3); document—S 3(18); enactment—S 3(19); Government or the

Government—s 3(23); immovable property—S 3(26); oath—s 3(37); persos—S 3(42),

ship—s 3(55); sign—s 3(56); son—s 3(57); swear—s 3(62); Vessel—s 3(63), and

Will—s 3(64).

5	 orninr of Income-tax, Andhra Pradesh v .f/s Taj ,Ialw,' Hotel, cujidrahi I AIR 1972

SC 168, 82 ITR 44, 1972 Tax LR 54, [19721 1 SCR 168, (1972) 2 ITJ 556, (1972) 2 SC)
673, (1973) 1 Mad U (SC) 4, (1973) 1 Andh %VR (SC) 4.

6	 Ibid.
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(d)Words Judicially Interpreted

It is well-settled ihat where the legislature uses a lcgal term which has
received judicial interpretation, the courts must assume that the term has

been used in the seOSC in which it has been judci.dly intCri)rctcd 7 It woold

Lie hazardous to interpret a word in accordance with its detinition in another
statute or statutory instrument and more so, when such statute or statutory

instrumbnt does not deal with an y cognate subject.5

(e)When Meaning is Plain

There is no need to call to aid an y of the roles of construction when the

meaning of any term or expression given in the statute is plain and

Uria roth iguous .'
A definilion clause does not necessarily, in any statute, appl y in all possible

contexts in which the word which is defined may he found therein)0

(f) 0r' in a Disjunctive Sense

The word 'and' is normally conjunctive whereas the word 'oi' is disjunctive,
though sometimes they may he read as vice versa in order to gi e eflect Lu the

manifest intention of the legislature disclosed in its context)
The word 'or' cannot convey a conjunctive sense as a substitute for the

word 'and', but is used in a disjunctive sense, particularl y hen it occurs

between two expressions. Ill

(g)Word Defined to Include Larger Meaning

If a statute uses a word and defines it so as to include a 1arer ineanin
than the ordinary, such larger rneanhg must he given where cr Ihe word is

used in the sta 1 rite. But if a particular section of the statute uses two words

havin g their ordinary meanings and one of the words also has a larger
meaning as defined by the statu te which includes the ordinary meaning of
the other word then, it is a sound principle ol construction to give the
ordinary meaning to both the words in that particular section and not the
larger meaning of one of them as defined in the statute. Other),vise, the use of

Alini,td C/i An//v Contiiir of licailii-ta.t, CjlcuI!a AIR 1971 SC loOt, 7$ ITR 471,

(1970) 2 ITJ ii, [197()] 2 SCR 19, (1970) 2 SCJ 331, (1970) 2 SCA 243, 1971 Tax

LIZ 952.
,\Jaliarali(r,i Stair' idectricity Board V ,irvuid Ptiriis,,t/aniJo'hi AIR 1997 Brun 160

conunrofIicoflita', Asani and .\g.iiand V Glfyatf AIR 1971 SC 7-2 5,1971 U) (SC)

212, 1971 Tax LIZ 193, SO ITR 177, 1971 UP7C 244

KV $lulJui v ,40,C,ruuIIlie ,4nuiia] AIR 1997 SC 625.

fun8ipal council, Rdillfir V Bili,uzi!'l,,ir Das A a Iii uni,ii AIR 1 99 IF 117, 14 0 , lOo')

Mi'LJ So, 1969 Jab LJ 231.

Airnt,i Pra,j/ A, ,sirR3I v Erecutivo Officer, Ballaçarh AIR 1971 Sc 685, (1974) 1

SCWR 238, 1974 Thx UR 182, (1974) SCC (Ta\) 233, (1974) 4 8CC 440.

10
11

12
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the other word having only an ordinary meaning will be redundant.
Redundancy cannot be attributed to the legislature. Sometimes, the legislature

uses words exabundaiiticatltela.'3
Generall y , a word defined carries the same meaning throughout the Act

unless it Conies u'ithin any exception) i

(h) General and Special Provisions

The particular enactment overrides the general enactment N vith regard to the

same head in a statute.b
1-lowever, according to the settled principles of interpreatiofl a special

enactment would prevail over a general enactment if both operate techrdcally

in the same field-16

(i) Constitutionality of Law

It is a settled rule that there is a presumption of constitutionality of the law.

The court ought not to interpret the statutor y provisions unless compelled by

their language, in such a manner as would involve its unconstitutionality,

since the legislature or the rule-making authorit y is presumed to enact a law

that does not contravene or violate the constitutional provisions. Therefore

there is a presumption in favour , of conslitutionalilY of legislation or statutory

rule unless cx facie it violates the provisions of Constitution.1'

(j) Reference to Foreign Cases When Relevant

While interpreting the statutes, dictionaries and foreign cases are not safe
guides. The best and safest guide is the statute itself which is being

considered lb

(k) Doctrine of Sevorality

The same statute or law may be in part constitutional and in part
unconstitutional, and if the parts are wholly independent of each other, that
which is constitutional may stand while that which is unconstitutiona l will

he rejected. I lowever, where the different parts are so mutually connected
with and dependent on each other, as conditions, considerations or
compensations for each other as to warrant a belief that the legislature

I3BT Akn01ai1i v Dithi Development Authority 1971 Ra)dhafli LR 1, 1974 RCR 24,

(1974) ICR 1 Del 443, AIR 1974 Del 159, 166 (F0).

14	 Shita] Rai v State of L3iliar AIR 1991 Pat 110 (F13).

15	 iidJitjinjI Com,nr of Income-tax v Taran Cenunercwl .\!ii1 Ltd [19781 113 hR 745

(C uj).

16	 A'a/ot 511117iciaI Corjin v State of Gujarat AIR 1997 Cuj 46.

17 ML Kunra t' Chairman-cum-MD AIR 1992 SC 1072, 1074.

18	 Islivar La] v State of Gujarat AIR 1968 Sc 870, 880, (1967)2 sq 741.
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intended them to operate as a whole, and that if all could not be carried into
effect, the legislature would not pass the residue independently, and somc
parts are unconstitutional, all the provisions which are thus dependent.

conditional Ui Lonnected must be rcjectcdY

19	 ['rabla,! Jena t - Statt' AIR 1950 On 157, 166.
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PRELIMINARY

flN flt3T

Section 1. Short Title—This Act may he called the General Clauses

Act 1897.

Except certain spccific scchons of this Act, it has no application to notifications

issued under an Act)

Section 2. Repeal—/Repealed by
iO3 (1 of I 9U), Section 4 and Schedule 31.

i	 State v Ganga Ran? AIR 	 245, 246, 1953 Cr Lj 1675




